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I. Introduction 
 

No one wants to talk about death, particularly widespread death. And 

yet it is clearly stated in the book of Revelation in the description of 

the Fourth Seal – The Pale Horse. There is even a blessing to all read 

the book of Revelation: 
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“Blessed is he who reads and those who hear the words of this 

prophecy, and keep those things which are written in it; for the 

time is near.”  Revelation 1:3 

 

As Christians, we should not fear death, for as the apostle Paul (who 

had an experience/vision/trip to heaven) stated: 

“For to me, to live is Christ, and to die is gain.” Philippians 1:21 

Finally, it is helpful to realize that we were created to live at this time, 

to be witnesses and ambassadors for Christ in an endarkened world. 

So let us learn from His Word and seek how then shall we live, in 

Christ. 

 

This is Part V of a series that attempts to shed light on one of the 

most compelling images in the Bible – of Christ opening the seals and 

the Four Horsemen riding forth, as described in Revelation 6. They 

are: 

• First seal – a White Horse, ridden by a conqueror, 

• Second seal – a Red Horse bringing war, 

• Third seal – a Black Horse bringing scarcity and famine, and 

• Fourth seal – a Pale Horse bringing widespread death on the 
earth. 

(There are two more seals – the cry of the martyrs and cosmic 
disturbances with the wrath of the Lamb.) 

 
Part I provided an overview of the Four Horsemen, and a sense of 
urgency because time is short: “The Hoofbeats Are Getting Louder 
PART I”.  Part II, The White Horse Has Arrived describes the White 
Horse, ridden by a conqueror, and Part III, The Red Horse (WAR) Is 
Almost Here  provides compelling evidence that we are on the brink 
of war with Russia that will come to America. Part IV describes how 
The Black Horse of SCARCITY and FAMINE is on the way and will 
impact our nation. This Part V, the Pale Horse, will describe how these 
lead to widespread death and population movement on the earth. Can 
you hear the hoofbeats? They seem to be getting louder and louder.  

I realize there are many perspectives on the end times held by sincere 

Christians, and many facets yet to unfold. As always, DON’T BELIEVE 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philippians%201%3A21&version=NKJV
https://lifeinthespirit.net/2022/09/01/the-hoofbeats-are-getting-louder-part-i-the-four-seals-and-horsemen/
https://lifeinthespirit.net/2022/09/01/the-hoofbeats-are-getting-louder-part-i-the-four-seals-and-horsemen/
https://lifeinthespirit.net/2022/09/10/the-hoofbeats-are-getting-louder-part-ii-the-white-horse-has-arrived/
https://lifeinthespirit.net/2022/09/18/the-hoofbeats-are-getting-louder-part-iii-the-red-horse-war-is-almost-here/
https://lifeinthespirit.net/2022/09/18/the-hoofbeats-are-getting-louder-part-iii-the-red-horse-war-is-almost-here/
https://lifeinthespirit.net/2022/09/23/the-hoofbeats-are-getting-louder-part-iv-the-black-horse-scarcity-and-famine-is-on-the-way/
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ME, but QUESTION EVERYTHING, do your own research, and take 

this to the Lord for confirmation. 

As described in Part I, the Lord has raised up watchmen and women 

to warn His people of upcoming events, emphasize the critical 

importance of drawing close to Him, guide us through this difficult 

time, and exhort America to repent. This is consistent with these 

passages: Amos 3:7, John 16:12-13, Matthew 16:2-3, Acts 2:17, and 

Matthew 11:15. 
 

As described in previous postings, the deep-state globalists seek to 
drastically reduce the population of the earth (in addition to working 
to create a one-world government, one-world economy, and one-
world religion). They are satanists, and Satan has always been at war 
with anyone created in the image of God (that would be us). 
 
In the first three horsemen, we see the three pillars of their 
depopulation agenda: 

• Pestilence (The White Horse), 

• War (The Red Horse), and 

• Scarcity and Famine (The Black Horse), all of which lead to 

• Widespread Death and migration of people (The Pale Horse). 
 
 

II. Fourth Seal – The Pale Horse Will 
Bring Widespread Death on the 

 Earth 
 

Fourth Seal – Rider on the Pale Horse (Widespread 
Death)    Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2022/07/17 

 
“And when he opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth 
living creature saying, ‘Come’. And I saw, and behold, a pale horse: 

https://444prophecynews.com/revelation-of-the-first-four-seals-s-s/
https://444prophecynews.com/revelation-of-the-first-four-seals-s-s/
https://444prophecynews.com/author/admin/
https://444prophecynews.com/revelation-of-the-first-four-seals-s-s/
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and he that sat upon him, his name was Death; and Hades followed 
with him. And there was given unto them authority over the fourth 
part of the earth, to kill with sword, and with famine, and with death, 
and by the wild beasts of the earth.” Revelation 6:7-8 

• ‘Pale‘ color of horse depicts the color of a dead body (corpse). 

• ‘Death‘ represents Satan, who has the power of death (Hebrews 
2:14), and will use the four instruments below to kill one fourth 
of the population: 

o Sword (Second seal) 
o Famine (Third seal) 
o Death (some deadly plague with a high mortality rate), and 
o Wild beasts of the earth (Nephilim/Giants). For more details 

on Nephilim and Giants, see: 
https://prophecticwordspointingtoendoftheage.blogspot.co
m/2020/01/gaints-shall-trample-people-of-god-only.html. 
(These four judgements are also depicted in Ezekiel 14:21.) 

 

Warning 4th Seal is Soon to be Broken   
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2021/08/31 

 
 

• “The next seal is soon to be broken, and sadness will reign 
throughout man’s hearts.  

• Urgency is required to let man know God is the only choice to 
experience life everlasting. 

• Follow in Jesus’s footsteps – He is The Way, The Truth and The 
Light. Urge whoever you can reach to trust only in God and 
follow the example of his Son. 

The Pale Horse Riding 
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2022/07/29 

https://prophecticwordspointingtoendoftheage.blogspot.com/2020/01/gaints-shall-trample-people-of-god-only.html
https://prophecticwordspointingtoendoftheage.blogspot.com/2020/01/gaints-shall-trample-people-of-god-only.html
https://444prophecynews.com/warning-4th-seal-is-soon-to-be-broken-marlena-elizabeth/
https://444prophecynews.com/warning-4th-seal-is-soon-to-be-broken-marlena-elizabeth/
https://444prophecynews.com/author/admin/
https://444prophecynews.com/warning-4th-seal-is-soon-to-be-broken-marlena-elizabeth/
https://444prophecynews.com/the-pale-horse-riding-mckana/
https://444prophecynews.com/author/admin/
https://444prophecynews.com/the-pale-horse-riding-mckana/
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• The Lord revealed to us the Black Horse on March 7, 2022 
signifying the coming famine, and the Red Horse on June 16, 
2022 warning us that peace is taken and war and killing is 
coming.  

• In the same way I saw the Red Horse, I see a Pale Horse riding a 
short distance from where I am. Take this revelation to the Lord 
for the truth. 

• The Pale Horse Riding! Repent! Repent! Repent! 

Behold the Four Horseman of the Apocalypse Ride 
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2022/05/04 

 
• Behold, the four horsemen of the apocalypse ride.  Look and see 

the Black Horse; his rider holds a pair of scales in his hand. For 
across the nations on earth will come mass starvation. The 
crops will be destroyed or not planted and those crops that are 
available will be unaffordable to most.  

• Plague and pestilence will continue to ravage the nations. Look 
and see the Pale Horse and this rider. New plagues and 
outbreaks will be noted worldwide. 

https://444prophecynews.com/behold-the-four-horseman-of-the-apocalypse-ride-barbara-francis/
https://444prophecynews.com/author/admin/
https://444prophecynews.com/behold-the-four-horseman-of-the-apocalypse-ride-barbara-francis/
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• Look and see the Red Horse and his rider comes. World war and 
the new world order go hand in hand. Nation after nation, 
country after country will be swept into war.  

• The Glorious Kingdom is suddenly upon you. Jesus is returning 
are you ready? 

 

It Comes Quickly and the Rise of the Remnant  
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2022/06/28 

 
 
Message from the Father 

• “The world is plunging deeper and deeper into darkness and 
chaos and all this is being hidden from the common man. It is 
building such immense pressure that it will soon erupt in 
people’s faces like an explosion.  

• Time as I said, and as you know it on earth is long lapsed. You 
have been in the window of MERCY, to give all time to REPENT 
and to get their houses in. This window is quickly closing, and 
what you will see next is destruction on every side. 

• My REMNANT, you will arise and shine, for such a time as this 
did you come into the world. I have been preparing you in the 
secret place and equipping you for what must now be.  

• Beloved, the judgement is falling soon and many are lost and 
without hope. But if you and I can cry for mercy, many souls will 
be saved. Send mercy ahead of all those who will perish, who 
will not be prepared to stand before the Lord, so that at their 
hour of death, MERCY will triumph over JUDGEMENT. 

• It is your mother, it is your father, it is your sister, it is your 
brother, your son and daughter. Let us pray for God to raise 
even one soul to stand in the gap for entire families, and that He 

https://444prophecynews.com/it-comes-quickly-the-rise-of-the-remnant-abby-k/
https://444prophecynews.com/author/admin/
https://444prophecynews.com/it-comes-quickly-the-rise-of-the-remnant-abby-k/
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will show mercy through them. A lamb for each house. Pray 
without ceasing for the lost and the perishing. 

Western Europe on SUICIDE WATCH as Food, Energy 
Collapse Gets Worse by the Day… How Many Will Starve or 
Freeze This Coming Winter?              July 06, 2022 by: Mike Adams  

• Western Europe is on suicide watch as virtue signaling nations 
tore down their fossil fuel infrastructure (and nuclear power 
plants) to appease the “greenies.”  

• Now countries like Germany, France and the UK are facing an 
energy catastrophe as Russia steadily reduces natural gas 
outflows from pipelines like Nord Stream 1. 

NOTE: Since this article came out, the Nordstream pipelines I and II 
have been destroyed or greatly damaged, virtually guaranteeing a 
severe crisis in these countries as they face the winter. 

We Are Headed Into Final Collapse Ludwig Von Mises 
Warned Us Would Take Place        July 11, 2022 

 
• The man who has become legendary for his predictions on QE 

and historic moves in currencies and metals warned King World 
News that we are headed into the final collapse that Ludwig von 
Mises warned us would take place. 

• The Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises gave us a very likely 
outcome of our current era, in which private bankers took 
control of the U.S. monetary system in 1913: “There is no means 
of avoiding the final collapse of a boom brought about by credit 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-06-western-europe-on-suicide-watch-as-food-energy-collapse-gets-worse.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-06-western-europe-on-suicide-watch-as-food-energy-collapse-gets-worse.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-06-western-europe-on-suicide-watch-as-food-energy-collapse-gets-worse.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/author/healthranger
file:///C:/Users/Mark%20Peterson/Desktop/Documents/000%20-%20URGENT/00%20-%2000%20Work%20of%20the%20Lord/000%20-%20Life%20in%20the%20Spirit%20Newsletter%20&%20Great%20Articles/000000%20-%20July%202022%20Great%20Articles/Greyerz%20–%20We%20Are%20Headed%20Into%20Final%20Collapse%20Ludwig%20Von%20Mises%20Warned%20Us%20Would%20Take%20Place
file:///C:/Users/Mark%20Peterson/Desktop/Documents/000%20-%20URGENT/00%20-%2000%20Work%20of%20the%20Lord/000%20-%20Life%20in%20the%20Spirit%20Newsletter%20&%20Great%20Articles/000000%20-%20July%202022%20Great%20Articles/Greyerz%20–%20We%20Are%20Headed%20Into%20Final%20Collapse%20Ludwig%20Von%20Mises%20Warned%20Us%20Would%20Take%20Place
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expansion. The alternative is only whether the crisis should 
come sooner as the result of voluntary abandonment of further 
credit expansion, or later as a final and total catastrophe of the 
currency system involved.” 

This Global Collapse Will Be Like Nothing Seen Before 
Featuring Economic Disintegration, War And Riots 

August 14, 2022 

The world economy and especially the political and economic 
situation today consists of a potpourri of lethal ingredients which will 
have dire consequences: 

• Debts at levels that can never be repaid – sovereign, corporate & 
private 

• Epic global bubbles in stocks, bonds & property – all about to 
collapse 

• Major geopolitical conflicts – major wars likely 
• Energy imbalances and shortages, most self-inflicted 
• Food shortages leading to major famine and civil unrest 
• Inflation, leading to hyperinflation & global poverty 

Governments around the world have never understood that a debt 
problem cannot be solved with more debt. This means that all the 
political, economic and financial mismanagement of the past 50 years 
will result in a global collapse never seen before in history.  

Orphans and the Sterilization of the Children of Men  
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2021/09/06 

 
• Hard times are coming. The time is quickly approaching when 

there will be so many orphans all over the world because their 
parents have foolishly taken and have been killed by these 

https://kingworldnews.com/greyerz-this-global-collapse-will-be-like-nothing-seen-before-featuring-economic-disintegration-war-and-riots/
https://kingworldnews.com/greyerz-this-global-collapse-will-be-like-nothing-seen-before-featuring-economic-disintegration-war-and-riots/
https://444prophecynews.com/orphans-the-sterilization-of-the-children-of-men-ewm/
https://444prophecynews.com/author/admin/
https://444prophecynews.com/orphans-the-sterilization-of-the-children-of-men-ewm/
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Covid-19 vaccine jabs. There will be believers assigned to look 
after these children. God will supernaturally provide for them.  

• I believe these events will be happening in the next few years as 
we are entering into the 7- year Tribulation. There will be safe 
havens or places of refuge setup around the world in the 
wilderness (Rev 12:6) away from the prying eyes of the 
totalitarian NWO Beast System officials.  

• As Satan and his globalist minions are setting up their 
totalitarian one world government (Revelation 13), two things are 
in their mind, depopulation and control. Their goal is to 
depopulate the world as soon as possible by 90% to 95%. And 
the way they have done it was by intentionally releasing the 
Covid-19 virus. Then they used the mass media which they 
control to scare and convince the people that the only way out 
of this pandemic is to take the vaccine.  

• Recent news report (see links below) from around the world say 
that 60% to 80% of the people dying from the Covid-19 Delta 
variant have either received one dose of the vaccine or are fully 
vaccinated.  

• Recent news reports say that up to 80% of pregnant women lose 
their babies via miscarriages or spontaneous abortion soon 
after getting vaccinated.  
 

'They're Going to Freeze, Then Starve': Deaths in 
Forecast Thanks to Globalists 

• An energy crisis manufactured by the globalist agenda to rapidly 
transition from oil and natural gas to green energy will lead to 
famine and freezing across Europe, warns a veteran 
international journalist. 

• Michael Yon, a U.S. Army Special Forces veteran, stated that the 
sabotage of the Nord Stream pipeline has exacerbated 
shortages that already have spiked the costs of energy and of 
nitrogen-based fertilizers that together drive up the cost of food 
while threatening the ability of families to heat their homes and 
cook their meals. 

• He noted that of the 26 major plants in Europe that produce 
nitrogen-based fertilizers, all are either closed down or on the 
verge of closing. "This will lead to famine. It's just mathematics 
at this point," he said. 

https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Revelation-12-6/
https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Revelation-Chapter-13/
https://www.wnd.com/2022/10/going-freeze-starve-major-deaths-forecast/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=wnd-breaking&utm_campaign=breaking&utm_content=breaking&ats_es=5c2611d34638a419dddde47c6216068b
https://www.wnd.com/2022/10/going-freeze-starve-major-deaths-forecast/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=wnd-breaking&utm_campaign=breaking&utm_content=breaking&ats_es=5c2611d34638a419dddde47c6216068b
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• In August, a survey found that with energy bills set to spike by 
80% in October, nearly one quarter of adults in Britain said they 
would not turn on their heating this winter. 

• The Liberal Democrats' Cabinet Office spokeswoman, Christine 
Jardine, warned that millions are facing "financial devastation," 
with Britain "on the brink of the worst cost of living crisis in a 
century." 
 

Global Famine Is Not Just A Theoretical Scenario 
Anymore     June 27, 2022 by Michael Snyder 

• The head of the United Nations just warned that we are heading 
into an “unprecedented global hunger crisis”, and people are 
already dropping dead of starvation in Africa.   
 

Genocide Just Starting?! US Death Spike Intensifies! 
Mass Die-Off Is Accelerating in Younger People   

• For the age group of 0-24 years of age, all-cause weekly excess 
deaths (the number of deaths exceeding what we would expect) 
became elevated in 2020, but a colossal spike up of 50% since 
that time! [SINCE THE TIME OF THE VAX BEING ROLLED OUT] 

 

It's a Depopulation Agenda - Dr. Lee Merritt   
• Orthopedic Surgeon Dr. Lee Merritt states Covid-19 is a 

depopulation agenda.  

• We have an international pharmaceutical cartel that is the 
biggest supporter of politicians and the media. They fund the 
FDA, and 70% of the FDA is a revolving door with Big Pharma. 

• The CDC doesn’t make money by protecting the public, but from 
their patents on vaccines.  

• They now have a product that the government forces people to 
use, and indemnify them against any damage, and their own 
cheerleading agency – the CDC.  

• But there is a bigger agenda at work here – depopulation. The 
numbers that are coming out are undeniable – we are seeing 
depopulation.  

 

“We Are Watching The Mass Murder Of Millions,” Warns Dr. 
Malone In Exclusive Interview  

https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/crisis-huge-percentage-brits-wont-turn-heat-winter/?ff_source=Email&ff_medium=wnd-breaking&ff_campaign=breaking&ff_content=breaking
https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/crisis-huge-percentage-brits-wont-turn-heat-winter/?ff_source=Email&ff_medium=wnd-breaking&ff_campaign=breaking&ff_content=breaking
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/global-famine-is-not-a-theoretical-scenario-any-longer/
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/global-famine-is-not-a-theoretical-scenario-any-longer/
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/global-famine-is-not-a-theoretical-scenario-any-longer/
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/author/admin/
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/06/genocide-just-starting-us-death-spike-intensifies-mass-die-off-is-accelerating-in-younger-people-video-3775062.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/06/genocide-just-starting-us-death-spike-intensifies-mass-die-off-is-accelerating-in-younger-people-video-3775062.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2022/01/its-a-depopulation-agenda-dr-lee-merritt%20corona-committee-3043973.html
https://www.infowars.com/posts/watch-dr-malone-responds-to-project-veritas%20fauci-gain-of-function-bombshell-highlights/
https://www.infowars.com/posts/watch-dr-malone-responds-to-project-veritas%20fauci-gain-of-function-bombshell-highlights/
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• Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA vaccine, speaks out 
about the impact of the vaccine on those who receive it.  

 

Depopulation Alert – the Vax Causes Spontaneous Abortions  
• Shocking New Study Reveals Covid Vaccine TERMINATES 4 out 

of 5 Pregnancies via “Spontaneous Abortions.” 
 

Global Alert for Depopulation 
• An estimated 10 million people PER DAY are set on irreversible 

countdown to vaccine death that could exterminate BILLIONS if 
not stopped in the next year  

 

The Depopulation Smoking Gun 
• Alarming charts show the number of Americans ‘vaxxed’ aligns 

with Deagel’s forecast depopulation numbers for 2025. 
 

Premeditated Mass Murder - Dr. Michael Yeadon - Former 
Pfizer Scientist  Jan 7, 2022  

• Dr. Michael Yeadon, interviewed by Reiner Fuellmich’s Corona 
Investigative Committee in Berlin, states that deadly vaccine lot 
numbers are evidence of premeditated mass murder.  

 
The Tsunami of Death has Started: Become Spiritually 
Grounded & Prepared w/ Dr. Sherri Tenpenny 
 
Russia Has Declared it Will Defend Their Homeland 
With Nuclear Weapons if Necessary 
 
Mike Adams Issues Emergency Report Global Food 
Supply Has Collapsed!! Civilian Infrastructure In 
Crisis 
 
Davos Plans To Starve A Billion People To Death 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-01-depopulation-alert-shocking-new-study%20reveals-covid-vaccine-terminates-4-out-of-5-pregnancies-via-spontaneous%20abortions.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-04-10-million-people-per-day-are-set-on%20irreversible-countdown-to-vaccine-death.html
https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-12-23-the-depopulation-smoking-gun.html
https://sarahwestall.com/the-tsunami-of-death-has-started-become-spiritually-grounded-prepared-w-dr-sherri-tenpenny/
https://sarahwestall.com/the-tsunami-of-death-has-started-become-spiritually-grounded-prepared-w-dr-sherri-tenpenny/
https://www.brighteon.com/f2551e0a-d2ef-488b-88d5-03d0aaf271de
https://www.brighteon.com/f2551e0a-d2ef-488b-88d5-03d0aaf271de
https://www.brighteon.com/f2551e0a-d2ef-488b-88d5-03d0aaf271de
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/10/mike-adams-issues-emergency-report-global-food-supply-has-collapsed-civilian-infrastructure-in-crisis-3781242.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/10/mike-adams-issues-emergency-report-global-food-supply-has-collapsed-civilian-infrastructure-in-crisis-3781242.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/10/mike-adams-issues-emergency-report-global-food-supply-has-collapsed-civilian-infrastructure-in-crisis-3781242.html
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Mass extinction event underway across planet Earth as 
WILDLIFE populations plunge nearly 70 percent in just 50 
years 
 
 

III. Summary 
We are entering into the End Times described in the Bible. As 
incredible as this sounds, there is tremendous evidence that this is 
the case, as documented in this issue of Life in the Spirit, and the 
three previous issues. 
 
So it is critical that we draw close to the Lord with all of our heart 
mind, soul and strength, REPENTING of all of our sins, asking 
forgiveness from those we have wronged, and forgiving all who have 
wronged us. Only then can we effectively seek the Lord and His will 
for our lives, for we were created to live at this time, to be a witness to 
Him to all who He brings across our path.  

The Lord provided for the children of Israel for 40 years in the desert, 
and can provide for us as well. But it is critical for us to prepare for 
the events that will soon come upon our nation – spiritually, 
physically, and financially, for as these events unfold, our lives will 
change in ways we cannot even imagine. 

Upcoming issues: 

• Urgent Message for America 

• Prepare – Spiritually, Physically, and Financially 

Be bold. Be strong. Be courageous and walk with the Lord. 

Mark  

Mark Peterson, Ph.D. 

When you pass through the waters, 
    I will be with you; 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-10-17-wildlife-populations-plunge-nearly-70-percent-50-years.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-10-17-wildlife-populations-plunge-nearly-70-percent-50-years.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-10-17-wildlife-populations-plunge-nearly-70-percent-50-years.html
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and when you pass through the rivers, 
    they will not sweep over you. 
When you walk through the fire, 

    you will not be burned; 
    the flames will not set you ablaze. 

– (Isaiah 43:2) 
 


